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"Immunoassay for the detection of antibodies to HCV” 
Report on manufacturing practices containes 70 pages of printed text. The 

report consists of an introduction, ten chapters, conclusions, list of references and 
contains 5 images, 2 schemes, 5 tables and three appendices. 

The report of industrial practice  includes the characteristics of the enterprise 
SPC "Diaproph-Med" and production ELISA test kits for the detection of 
antibodies to the HCV. The introduction stated urgency of the study and its 
importance. 

The first part of the report prooves the importance of practice,vand describes 
its goals and tasks. 

The second part of the report presents a description of the company and its 
main technical and economic indicators. 

The third part of the report presents the theoretical foundations of 
technology in the enterprise. 

The fourth part reveals the etiology and pathogenesis of HCV. 
The fifth part lyis in the description of ELISA test system DIA-HCV. 
In the sixth section there is a technological scheme of test systems in seventh 

- hardware circuits manufacturing test systems. 
A brief description of the main stages of the process is contained in eight of 

the report. 
In the ninth part it ia written about production and finished products control. 
In the tenth questions of safety and protection of the environment are spoken 

about. 
The appendices provide a general description of quality control systems, 

wastewater characteristics, characteristics of toxic and toxic substances circulating 
in the manufacturing process; means of individual protection; sanitary 
characteristics of the production processes shown in the table; results determining 
the categories of process units, facilities for the explosion and fire hazard, etc. 

As a result of production practice have been resolved following tasks: we 
got acquainted with the characteristics of the company and its main technical and 
economic indicators, range of products, theoretical bases of technology in the 
enterprise; studied in more detail and described one of ELISA test kits produced by 
"Diaproph-Med» (DIA-HCV), its purpose, principle and circuit analysis; got 
acquainted with standardization, maintenance of technical standards and health and 
safety at the plant. 
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